
 

SPIN/ BIKE BOOTCAMP--- DENISE PHILLIPS, SALLY TURPIN 

This is a group exercise class performed on stationary bikes. During the class, the instructor simulates hill climbing, 

sprints, and races. You will be kept motivated by the instructor, the people around you, and the music. Get prepared for a 

great workout! Water and towels are a must!   

ADVANCED KETTLEBELL---DAVID LEARD 

For those new to Kettlebell training. A great class for cardiovascular, core and functional strength all in one workout. 

SENIOR FITNESS/SILVERSNEAKERS---ROSEMARY CAREY, CAROL ANN  

This class is primarily for our older adults. Have fun and move to the music through a variety of exercises designed to 

increase muscular strength, range of movement and activities for daily living. Hand held weights, elastic tubing with 

handles and a SilverSneakers ball are offered for resistance, and a chair is used for seated or standing support.   

DANCE AEROBICS ----- JEAN KIDD  

A dance exercise class that is good for your body and your brain.  Simple dance steps are taught to music designed to 

lead participants through a warm-up, a cardiovascular workout, and a cool down phase.  Strengthening and stretching are 

also part of the hour long class.  Music and step combinations change after each 10-week sessions.  Moving to music 

makes exercise fun. 

BOOTCAMP/FREESTYLE---MANDY FLOYD 

This class is designed for all levels. Every exercise can be modified to fit your physical need. A great combination of 

cardio, strength and endurance.   

SCULPT ----- PATTY NORMAN 

A 50 minute circuit workout where you use different muscles that will blast fat and tone your entire body. 
YO FLEX----- TINA HOWARD 

 Basic standing yoga poses focusing on repetition and breath combination, followed by 10 minutes of balance work, 

closing out with Pilates then stretching. Tones, balances and sculpts the body while increasing flexibility. 

BODY SCULPT/BOOTCAMP---MANDY FLOYD 

Body sculpting and core conditioning using free weights, bars and bands. Body toning with light aerobic activity, squats, 

lunges, abdominal work.  

YOGA---ANGIE PUTMAN  

This class lets your body be your guide. No single pose is required and modifications are available for every pose 

letting you determine when you’re more flexible or ready for more challenging poses. 

TAI CHI---BONNIE KELEMEN  

Qigong and Tai Chi is an internal Chinese martial art practiced for Mind and Body health which use slow graceful 

movements and controlled breathing techniques that strengthen your mind, body connection, reduces stress, promotes 

serenity and improves circulation thereby enhancing the practitioner’s overall health. 

GROUP POWER----MANDY FLOYD, ROSEMARY CAREY and PAM KAVULIC 

A results driven strength training workout utilizing an adjustable barbell, weight plates, and body weight. Add to this 

dynamic and motivational music and it simply is the most fun you’ll have strength training. 

EXPLORE YOGA----RHIANNA VOGAN 

Have you ever wanted to try Yoga but felt nervous about being a complete beginner? Then this class is for you! Each 

class will be a bit different. We will practice different styles of yoga and meditation, while learning how to do key poses.  

YOGA FOR ATHLETES---DAWN HINSHAW 

Practice makes Powerful. A blend of balance, core strengthening and flexibility. Focus on yoga postures that open the 

shoulders, hips and spine while strengthening your core and upper body. This class is for all levels. You’ll need a yoga 

mat, block and strap.  

FUSION (MUSCLE MEETS YOGA)---DAWN HINSHAW 

Boost metabolism, build lean muscle mass and mix in strength training and functional moves with yoga poses. Bands and 

gliders are used. This class is for all levels. You’ll need a yoga mat, block and wear shoes. 

CARDIO KICK ---PAM KAVULIC 

Take your fitness to another level with this awesome combination of cardio mixed with punches, jabs and kicks. A class 

designed for all fitness levels to get the heart rate up and body moving.  

CHISELED ---PAM KAVULIC 

A class designed for all levels focusing on both upper and lower body exercises using a variety of weights (dumbbells, 

kettlebells, weighted bar, etc.) 
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